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ABSTRACT 

Ss responded to a stimuluslist in a free word association session (AS) and 
tried to recall their response to each stimulus in a recall session (RS). There 
was a signi&ant positive correlation between commonality score (Co) in AS 
and number of correct reproductions in RS. All Ss tended to gain in Co, but 
LC (i.e., Ss of low Co in AS) more than HC (i.e., Ss of high Co in AS). 

Marbe’s Jav\ BTpplied both to the group of mean scores per S per session and 
(more or less) to the data of each S separately (no difference between HC and 
LC) in on? (or both sessions. Apparently the responses of LC really were, even 
for themselves, improbable ones likely to be forgotten and to be substituted 
by more probable ones (in terms of group norms). 

It is generally supposed that alssociative comm~ality is based upon 
verbal habits shared by the members of a particular speech community. 
These verbal habits are assumed to be common rules of speech behavior 
for each member of the speech community. If each member really has 
these common verbal habits the consistently reported reliable individual 
differences in associative commonality require speci;rl attention. 

These differences might imply that the Ss who crJnsistently react with 
only a few or no primary react.ions (Ss of low commonality or LCI 
have not the same verbal habits as the Ss who con,sistently give many 
of them (Ss of high commonality or HC). But equally well they might 
imply that LC - though having the same verbal habits - don’t use 
them in the same degree as HC in a free association design. Such a 
design may differentially appeal to a S’s sense of originality. This 
explanation is the more plausible one, because we found, as an exten- 

e’s law, that LC tend to respond more slowly than 
In fact, we reported a significant negative product moment. correla- 

tion betwee number of primary responses (i.e., the responses with 
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est ass&atioqlr frequency) and the Iogarithm of tbe median reaction 
of all xespo~~ses of a S on a list of stimuli (VAN DER ~~~4~~~~ 

1966). Compared with HC, LC apparently tend to respond in 
irt way if they have to give free-association responses. 
ioq&l i;n accordance with JENXINS (1959) that commonality 

can be raised by an. instrttction “to react with popular responses’ 
kc~;--fispLN BE~KUM and VAN DER KAM, 1966). Our results 

at the gain in commonality is not affected by a precediing 
awxii t km iMnwtio:n . 3idently Ss can voluntarily adapt them- 

Q a &fir&~ Ieve! of mmmona:;ity,, This doesn’t mean ‘however 
dZerenees between HC and LC disappear. Though they 

kr br:,th JENKINS (1959) and we (VAN DEB MADE-VAN 
md VAN IDER KAM, 1966) reported a significant positive cor- 

Rueen th.e: commonality scores on ‘free’ and ‘popular set’ 
.w., Thus even in the popular set design Ss don’t reach a 
‘kvd of associative commonality. LC still succeed in respond- 

daboN way to quite a number of stimuli. Possibly they 
I; do so bclcause the top of the associative respnse hierarchy 

WorKI often consists of opposites or synonyms of the 
us. ,Ss can a?loid them categorically through the whole list anri 

w even become a IX! though they may st3l give phigbly probable other 
.if ther~z is a su%ient number of such stimuli in the list. 

exe in support of this suggestion. CABROLL, 

~.T..:~E~GAAB zwl t%wON (1962) reported thatt there is only a low 
sitive correI,ation between a Ss commonality score 
omina&Ey opposite evoking stimuli) and NOES 

ite evoking stimuli) of the Kent-RosanoB list. 
‘r 1/1965) found evidence for a number of idiodynamic 

as the set to give opposiks) in the zsponses of his $s. His 
irrdicat~ti a smaU but significant uegative relationship be- 
rEy Cd 529 zz~icas and mean reaction time (Xt) of a S, 

jj$er connitlonality of set reactions. Further research 
‘CZF’: it may be concluded - as (EARROLL et al., (1962) 

rily based on the Ss set to 
ougb it is not the principal 

all pay some attention to this point 
of the comm.onality score used in 

taJl test 5n this study the general hypothesis &at though 
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LC probably always succeed in re n&g in a roundabout way a 
sample of responses of each S - including LC - will nevertheless show 
the function of the normative response hierarchy. 
archy has to be taken - within the limits of its reli 
probabilities which applies to each S’ verbal behavior. 

In this part of our study - which will consist of three pjarts in all - 
we will test the following specifications of this hypothesis: 

I. If LC are to recall their association responses unexpected@ after 
some time they will perform poorer than WC, because their responses 
really were, even for themselves, improbabie ones likely to be forgotten.* 
We predict that: 

(1) There is a significant positive correlation between a s’s com- 
monality score in a free association session and his number of correct 
responses in a recall session. 

II. For all 5’s, incorrect responses in &he recall session will tend t.o 
be more probable reactions than the original ones; restated in a testable 
prediction: 

(1) There is a significant increase of a Ss commonality score in the 
recall as compared with the free association session. 

Because all Ss will be able to recall some of their original responses: 
(2) There is a significant positive correlation betw 

monality scores though LC will probably gain rel:Ave 

III. For each S individually responses of low probability will tend 
to be given slowly; responses of high probability tend to come fast. 
The prediction to be tested is: 

(1) There is a significant negative correlation between association 
frequency and reaction time for each S. (Marbe’s law, extended to 
individual scores). The association frequencies will be taken from the 
count for this group. 

On average LC will have longer reaction times than 
tion is: 

. The predic- 

R For the present the word ‘recall’ will be used irrespective as to whether 
the process ickced by the ‘recal1 instruction’ can adequately be describeid ‘by 
the term ‘recall’. We shall however return to the subject in the discussion elf the 
experimental re:sults. 
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: is ;a signifkant negative correlation between commonality 
s,cor: and rc;a&on tiie score on. the ,whole stimulus list. (‘Marbe’s law 

&d to a ~;~mpnrison of Ss andl verification of our own results 
DBI]R I!&,D;E-~‘Ax BEKKUM, 1966). 

ion, IkI.1. is verified a simple ad straightforward application 
!uire that the recall responses, which tend to 

re prr,lb&k than the original Nones, will be given faster than 
e association res~onscu. The prediction is: 

ere is a si@ficant decrease of a S’s reaction time score on 
compared with the free assoeiation session. 

a S tends to reqxnd slowly his individual correlation between 
n frequency and reaction time (prediction 1 of this section) 
wered by the lack of reliability of his long associative reaction 
r ;a reaction time may be long because of a number of reason5 

des low response probability. This ic confirmed by the results of 
IW (1965), wbo found a significant positive correlation 

a S’s shortest reaction time and his mean reaction time but a 
:ant correlation between a S’s mean and his longest reaction 
migM imply the following prediction: 

ere is a significant correlation between a Ss associative com- 
snore and the degree of appropr?steness of Marbe’s law to 

e first prediction of thiz; section has al-~? -S;v Nen tested by t%fJN 

(1925). They reported for ah 5‘s @I := 28) negative correla- 
knts rangihg from --. 11 tii -59, w?&, a mean of -.33. 
the Kent-Rosanot~ list which consists of 100 stimulus words 
zr considerably in association value (AV) (defined as the 

ve association frequency of the primary response to that stimulus). 
rse stimuli of low A,V will tend to lower the reliability of the 
nahty score by the instability of their primary reaction -words. 

e - for scoring purposes - we shall use only part of the stimu- 
i-e. a number ‘of critical stimulus words of reasonable high AV. 

er reliability of both the commonality (Co) and 
score as compared with our earlier results for 
MMMGVAN BEKKUM 1966). 

as a consequence of this prediction - to find also higher 
n these two scores and between the CO~E~MXI- 

and I’WES stimuli. 
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24 students of psychology, 11 fernales and 13 males, average. age 
about 20 years. 

The list consists of 48 short familiar Dutch words; 16 nouns, 16 
adjectives and 16 verbs (see table I). To give English readers an 
impression of the stimulus words the approximate English translation 
of the words has been stated below.2 

For scoring purposes those 30 words have been chosen for which 
the following two statements are true: 

(1) The words have the same primary response word in at least 2 
out of 3 experiments recently performed at our laboratory. The experi- 
ment reported here is one of the three. 

En fact 2’7 have the same primary response in 3 out of 3 experiments 
(the exceptions are marked in table I). 

1’2) The relative association frequency of the primary response is at 
least 20 % in 2 out of 3 experiments. Again 27 stimulli reach this 
criterion in 3 out of 3 (see tab1.e 1 for the exceptions). 

The critical words consist of 8 nouns, 12 adjectives and 10 verbs. 
Half of them are DOES A DOW stimulus has been defined as a 
stimuhts with a response given with a comm of at Ieast 70 % 
in another experiment - not yet published - iL Ss were instructed 
to give opposites to the same stimuli. In table 1 the critical words are 
the stimuli for which primary reactions are stated. The DOES are 
printed in italics. 

* The approximate English translation of the Dutch &W~US words is (in 
order of pres,entation in’ table 1): 
giant, (to) sit, monkey, SOF, shirt, (to) grow, (to) ask, Ha&, sick, tree, (ta! 
write, closed, hand, (to) tease. dirty, (to} fling, cold, man, (to) stick, beatltiful, 
street, (to) sleep, good, train, house, clever, (to) have, stiff, mouotrcia, (to) turn, 
hit (participle), fat (to) work, spider, money, (to) be allo:x~d to, bread, (to the) 
left (or left-handed), flame, old, (to) ring, (to) blow, soap, quick, (to) spash, 
time, <to) skip, small. 
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TABLE 1 

‘The 48 stimnli in order of presentation with the primaries and associat.:ion vclrues in 
AS and RS of the 30 critical words. The I5 critical words which are DOES are printed 

in italics. 

stimulus 

B?US 1 
ziitten 

aw 
zuur 

hemd 
groeien 
rrag@l 
ZwWf 
z&?k 
boom 
schtijven 
e#W¶ 
hand 

dwerg 
staan 

met 

broek 

amwoorden 
wit 

go&en 
Watm 

vrouw 

Plakken 
Ielijk 

bed 
slecht 

Ass. Value 
AS RS 

number of Ssl 

10 

10 

15 
8 

10 
16 

11 
15 

7*’ 

13 
15 
22 
15 
12 

13 
13 

‘12 
13 

16 
7 

14 
21 

11 
17 

17 
21 
21 
16 
14 

16 
14 

NC 

25 

26 
,27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
.:12 
;33 
34 

36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
411 
42 
43 
441 
45 
46 
47 
4B 

stimulus 

huis 
sIim 
hebben 
stijf 
here 
draaieq 
+Wllk 
dik 
werken 
spin 
seld 
mogen 
brood 
links 

VlClRl 

Old 

bellen 
waaien 

z=p 
vlug 
spat&n 
tijd 
spy Ligen 
klein 

Primav 
Reaction 

houden 

r&s 
dun 

web 

kunnen @ 
&en* 
rechts 
vuur 

jong 

wind 
wassen 
snel 

klok* 

groot 

Ass. value 
AS 

(numb 

6 

15 
19 

10 

8+’ 
6 

21 
18 
14 

2381 

RS 
rofSs) 

7 

13 

10 
6 

22 
19 
17 

15 
11 
14 

6 

‘Ike were two sessions: a ftee amociation session axnd a recall 
sion. When participating in the free assoc&icm p,art Ss didn’t knm 

t&at a recall pti would follow,, Recall ‘was stairted exactly a week later, 
,zi all 3% had @.nished their free association session,, In ea& session 
stimuE were presented orally to each S indbidually. The order C& 
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the .stimuli (amordhg to their order in table 1) was rotated in such 
a way that the 2.4 Ss each began with a different word (the first S with 
no I , the second one with no 3, and so on). The, Ss responded orally. 
The,r ens were written down by E and their reacti 
meaisu eans of two microphones and an ele 
the r:mstrt of the stimulus to the beginning of the response;. Each session 
lasted for about 15 minutes on average. The instruction for the free 
association session was the usual one with time pressure, translated 
into Dutch. The recall instruction required the Ss to give the same 
respxsc as the week before, or if they couldn’t recokct to try to guess 
it. The dats of the association session have already been used with 
anotlher objective in an earlier report (VAN DER MADE-VAN BEKKIJM, 

1966) to which we re:rer for more details about stimulus list and free 
association procedure. 

RESULTS mu DPSCUSSION 

I. ReliabiUty of the reaction time and common&y score 

The critkal words were divided in 2 X 15, in such a way that the 
halves were roughly matched to number of nouns, adjectives and verbs 
and to association value (AV) of the stimuli. For each S the median 
of the recorded readion time (Rt) scores was determined, separately 
for the Pwo halves and for the whole critical li th for the assock- 
tion session (AS) and the recall session (RS;. I e same way each S 
got 3 commonality (a) scores on each of the sessions. The Co score 
is the number of primaries among the responses of a S on a list. The Ri 
and Co scores per S in AS and RS are presented in table 2. 

To normalize the distribution. of Rt”s for all computations a log 
transformation has been applied to these scores. 

The split-half correlation for the log Rt score in AS is .92 and in 
RS .93. The zeliabiity of the scOre for the whole list estimatLx.l by the 
Spearman- Brown formula (GUILIFORD, 1956: p 452) is. .96 in both 
cases. For the Co score the split-half correlations are respectively .81 
and .71 in A$ axd RS; The tihok-test reliabilities estimated by the 
Spearman-Brown formula are .88 and .83 respectively. 

The split-half correlation for the Co score on the whole list of 48 
words for the same AS data only yielded a coeBkient of .60 (VAN’ DER 
MADEWAN BEKKUH, 1966). Apparently the reliability of this score 
gains much by omitting the stimuli cf low AV. This is a verification 
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of our prediction sub IV. 1 e It seems advisable lto use in research studies 
on’l:y crit,cal words of reasonable high AV for scoring purposes and 
to $?ay rrrore attention to the Rt score because of! jits surprisingly high 
rekrbility. As a direct measure it has advantages olver the more indirect 

so less reliable Co score. With the critical Co scores we found a 
ificant though low positive correkdion between 8 5% Co score on 

e 15 DOES and on the 15 NOES; r (Pearson) = .40 (df = 22; 
p II .05). CARP ‘EL et al. (1962) who used the whole Kent-Rosanoff 
i&t reported a nnt significant co&cient of .26 ((df = 44). Their con- 
dusi~~~ that thie widely used associative Co score is largely based on a 

?s set to respond with opposites to DOES thus can’t be verified. Nor 
czm it sinrply be rc;$cted because of the dose relationship between 
rd!liabili.ty and association value. The mean Co for the DOES in our 
tudy is 9.2 (sd 4.0) and for the NOES 6.6 (sd 3.0). The difference 

is significant (t = 3.29; dl = 23; p = .Ol). Perhaps the correlation 
e-en Co on DOES and NOES would be much better if the critical 

list were to cr,asist of DOES and NOES of nx!:+ed AV. This hypothe- 
s’r lxz ?o be checked in further research ,A . 

Commomlity and recall score 

The mean number of primaries recalled in RS is 14.8 (sd 5.6) vs not 
led 3.2 (sd 2.1.). The mean number of DOES recalled is 8.8 (sd 4.1) 

vs not recalled .4 (sd .8). The mean number of not-primaiy responses 
.rtzd.kd in RS i’s 6.8 (sd 3.7) vs not recalled 3.,5 (sd 2.5). These means 

up only yield a total of 28.3 responses because on average there 
were. 1.7 response failures in RS. In AS only 1 failure occured (S no 1). 

The mean number of all responses recalled in RS is 21.6 (i.e. 70 %) 
. The r (Peamm) for the correlation between Co(AS) and the 
of recalled responses in RS is .69 (df = 22; p = ,Ol). This 

mepgs a verification of our prediction I. 1.. Lx3 perform poorer than HC 
i-3 the recall session in such a way that the reciall score depends on the 

tive commonality score. 
mean Co(AS) is 15.9 (sd 5.5) and the mean cO(RSj is 18.0 
1. The diBerence in commonality betweltn AS and RS is signifi- 

(t-test for dependent samples: t = 4.14; df = 23; p = .Ol). As 
we are qecially interested in &G relationship between the: two co 

-we tried to determine the best f&kg function for it. The F-test 
of regression yields a value of .3I6 .(df := P/13; n.s.), so 

r~~_t~~~p may be represented by a strai&t line. The best fitting 
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TABLE 2 

The scores per S in the asso:iatbsn (AS) and recall session (RS) 

ASSOCPATIQN 
Nr. Comm, MdRt N r 

AS /set 

RECALL 
lo RecallComm. MdRt N r p 

RS /set 

1 21 
2& 20 
3+ 17 
4* 13 
5 17 
6 24 
7 7 
8* 21 
9 18 

lO* 18 
11” 11 

12 11 

13 22 

14* 13 
15” 4 

16* 4 

17* 22 

1sr* 17 

19 22 

20 13 
21 13 

22 18 

23 21 

24+ 14 

1.170 27 -.35 n.s. 
I.230 27 -.52 .Ol 

1.480 29 -.72 .Ol 

1.515 28 -.45 .05 

12.530 29 -.42 .05 

1.430 29 -.60 .Ol 

1.645 28 --.26 n.s. 
1.370 29 --$7 .Ol 
1.430 29 -.54 .Ol 

1.460 28 -.52 .Ol 
1.310 27 -.60 .Ol 
1.800 27 -.51 .Ol 

1.265 30 -.59 .Ol 

1.550 30 -A4 .Ol 
4.175 30 -.50 .01 

1.655 26 -A4 .05 
1.110 29 -.75 .Ol 

1.230 29 -A0 .Ol 

1.18s 30 -.35 n.s. 
1.360 28 -.68 .Ol 
1.280 27 -.51 .Ol 

1.090 28 f.04 n.s. 
1.190 26 --.63 .Ol 

1.570 29 --.50 .Ol 

36.030 2 381 
M 15.9 1.5012 

27 22 

22 20 

21 21 
20 14 

25 20 
26 26 

14 15 

26 23 

22 21 
17 19 

19 11 

1s 15 

23 24 

19 18 

23 6 

11 12 
25 21 
28 17 

26 23 

20 15 
is 10 
20 19 
26 23 

26 16 

519 431 

1.120 28 -.72 .Ol 

1.240 28 -.53 .Ol 
1.000 27 -.s4 .Ol 

1.470 25 -.28 n.s. 
1.425 28 --.I7 n.s. 
1.160 30 -.49 .Ol 

1.870 30 -.32 n.s. 
1.020 29 -.28 ns. 
1.195 26 -.48 .OS 

1.260 25 -A0 .Ol 

1.445 22 -.51 .05 

2.960 27 -.27 n.s. 
1.220 25 -.62 .Ol 
1.600 29 -.55 .Ol 

3.220 29 --.22 n.s. 
1.420 29 --.32 n.s. 
1.130 23 -.63 .Ol 
1.185 28 -.43 .Ol 

1.025 28 -.34 n.s. 
1.405 28 -..38 .05 
1.885 24 -.48 .05 
1.210 2s -.31 n.5. 
0.96 26 -.46 .OS 
2.965 26 -.17 n.s. 

36.390 
21.6 18.0 1.5162 

4.4 4.7 0.6267 sd 5.5 0.5866 m-- -- 
* female& 

!~e by means of a least squares solution is: Co(RS) = .79 Co(AS) 
-I- 5.4 2 with a coeticient of determination (1-2) = .8 1. 

This function implies that for a value of 25.8 the Co(AS) equals 
Co@;). For lower values (i.e. the greater part. of the range) the pre- 

dicted value of Co(RS) is higher than Co(AS). 0nly for values of 
Co(AS) rzear thl= maximum of 30 &e predicted value of Co(RS) be- 
comes lower. Theoretically this is not unacceptable, because some 
amount of forgetting has always to ‘be expected, which in the case of a 
Co score approaching the m&mum can only affect primary responses. 
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tion between ccmmonality scores per S in free association 
II @be numbers in the figure refer to the numbers of the h’s 

in table 2). 

expresses the fact that LC tend to gqin more 
‘s (1959) and we ourselves found before (VAN DER 
anti? VAN DER KIM, 1966). To be able to compare 

fun&m with another one for comparable data we cum- 
Gtig straight line function fur our data of 1966. In that 

gaii was induced by a. cpopgllar set’ instruction (PI) 
recall if&ruction of the present experiment. The resulting 
(P@ = .64 &(AS) + 7.75. 

t of in~krsectio~ of this line with the line C!o(Pu = Co(AS) 
It of determination (rz) is .49 (N =: 50 &). The 

ss of that study was 10.7 (sd 6.2) ria AS on the 
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same llist of 30 criticai words, is mean increased to 14.6 (sd 5.8) 
in in co onality in this experiment was much larger 

than in the present study, because this time we d demand higher 
commonality directly as we did in that exper wever the mean 
level of Co in the present experiment is higher of its individual 
and oral prwedure which is known to increase commonality (see e.g. 

ORTON et al., 1963). 

‘X’he point of equality of Co(AS) and Co( ) again is higher than 
the maximum of the empirical range of Co(A§) scores, thus indicating 
a prediction of increase for all Ss within the range. As we found in 
the present experiment the increas low values of Co(AS) 
as compared with high values of thesis II.1 and 2 are 
thus both contirmed by our results rises tend to be more 
probable ones than the original reactions (I.1) and a s’s Co score in 
RS is predictable with reasonable accuracy from his Co score in AS 
(i.2) (see figure 1). 

Related with the problem of this relationship is the ‘question of the 
correlation between the a$~sociation values of the stimuli in RS and AS. 
The significant increase in commonality from AS to RS may be equally 
spread over all stimuli or there may be a greater contribution of the 
stimuli of high AV. The latter is more likely if association frequencies 
can be taken as probabilities. ‘Ihe (Pearson) r for the correlation be- 
tween the association frrzquencies of the primary &ons to the 30 
critical words in AS and RS is .93 (df = 28; p =1 . higain the F--test 

of linearity yields a nonsignificant value (F = .96; df = 12/16) and 
the best fitting least squares solution is the function: AV(RS) = 1.03 
AV(AS) + 1.24 (see figure 2). 

For the data of VAN DER MADE and VAN DER AM (1966) we: fmnd 

in the same way the function: AV(PI) = 1.25 AV(AS) ,+ 2.06. T’he 
coefficients of determination (rs) are respectively: .92 and .77. In 
both eases the slope of the line is larger than 1 so that AV(RS) 
and AV(PI) are always larger than AWAS). 
with the line y =r: x has a negative value so th 
and AV(PI) is larger for words of high AV(AS). This is just what was 
to be expected if the value of AV(AS) is the empirical estimate of a 
probability. The function of the earlier experiment comes up to this 
expectation best because both AV(AS) and AV(PI) are based on free 
production whereas AV(RS) in the present experiment is based upon 
(correct and incorrect) reproduction, 
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- AV(RS) = l.O3AV(AS) +1.24 

I 1 ‘e-l-1 

-A A:s .Vat~e( A: 1 18 12 1L 16 18 20 22 24 

Fig. 2. The relation between association value per stimulus in free association 
and recall session (the numbers in the figure refer tot the numbers of <the 

stimuli in table 1). 

. Conrwadiitg: and reaction time in AS and RS 

Table 2 gives the individual median Rt scores in AS and RS in 
xmds. The mean oz’ the log median Rt’s is 1.5812 (sd S866) logsec 

in AS and 1.5 162 (sd .6266) logsec in R§. The differences betweern AS 
d RS are not significant (t-test for dependent samples; t = .23; df = 

23). s hypothesis III.3 has to be rejected: there is no systematic 
decease k~ IQ k IKS as compared with AS. 

However f%om figure 3 it appears that HC - i.e., Ss with an associa- 
me Co suxe of zt least 16 (the mean score irr AS is 15.9) - tend to 

faster k I!$>: whereas LC - i.e., Ss with azl associative Co slcore: 
5 or lee - tend to respond more slowly. Therefore the d%erences 

w AS and RS were tested separately for HC (N = 14]1 
= 10). The results are: I-IC are on ave:.age significantly 

RS thm .k AS (t = 3.27; df z 13; p = .Ol). ‘tie mean Rt 
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of HC in AS is 2.1206 logsec and UI RS 2.0597 Iogsec. The differences 
for LC however are not significant (t = -1.5 1; df = 9). Their meau 
Rt in AS is 2.2236 logsec and in RS 2.2830 logsec. The coefficient for 
the correlation (product moment) between log MdRt in AS and RS 

- R:-!S)=.93Rt(AS)+ 16 

Y = x 

2.200 - e = HC 

0 = LC 

ii 

r 
1’ 

/’ 
2.600 - 

2500- 

2.100 - 

2300 - 

L8:,,,2&"J 1 I, I I t 6 s I I &_I_' 11 11 1 * "1 1" I 
2.000 2.100 2.200 2.3OC 2.LOO 2.500 2.600 

+ log MdRt(AS) 

Fig. 3. The relation Mween the logarithm of the median reaction time per S 
in free association and recall session (the numbers in the figure refer to the 

numbers of the Ss in table 2). 

is .71 (df I= 22; p = .Ol) for all Ss. Separately for MC and EC re- 
spectively .26 (df = 12; n.s.) and .64 (df = 8; p = .OS). 

Apparently there arc two subgroups of Ss which behave differently. 
Almost all 5% gain in commonality but only for HC does the gain 
result in a decrease in Rt as a simple and straightforward application 
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s law w&d predict. L.C who gain relatively most in common- 
show the decrease in Rt. After they had tishcd the RS 

any ss observed that often they had simply associated again to 
ad of recalliig their original response. In that case They 

mldn’t know if their response was a correct one until they had 
emitted It. The whole process tended to have an autonomous 

we can’t. deduct this from the S’s own remarks i,t 
likely that WC had this experience more often than LC. 
hardly need to recall their reszmnses; they can confine 

Ives to associating again. Their Rt’s decrease on account of famil- 
lus and reaction words) and of ga!m in commonallity. 

bo generaBy will try to recohect their improbable original re- 
fore daring to guess don’t profit equally ‘l>y familiarization 

‘s law applies to the individual Rt and 
es of the Ss, In AS r (Pearson) is -.68 (df = 22; p = .Ol) and 

-.72 (df = 22; p = .Ol). This is an improvement on our 
e data and a verification of our hypothesis 

AS we then found only a dcient of -.60 due to the use of 
ing those of low AV for scoring purposes. 

result for RS indicates an extension of Marbe’s law to reca.ll 
nse words. Both in free association and in the recall of 

iation responses there is a negative relationship between a 
onality and speed of reaction. This may be taken as an indica- 

S HC can respond directly whereas LC again (cannot but) 

s law is also applicable Ito the log Rt and group lfrequency 
most of our ,Ts, taken individually. Table 2 

the t-‘s for each S in AS and in RS with the number of obser- 
which each cacient refers. These numbers are often less 

different fcyv ah Ss because of a (different number of re- 
trumental) failures. In AS 20 out of 24 of the co&i- 
cantz 17 at the 1 % and 3 at the 5 % level. In RSl 14 

are signifIcant:~ 8 at the 1 % and 6 at the 5 % level. CWy 
7,9 and 2::) don’t reach a significant level of r in at least 

Yet each of &em has at least once a coefficient of 
to react more or less according to Marbe’s ‘law: 
Cskng faster than infrequent ones. For most Ss 

1 can be maiataissed and our results seem to be 
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somewhat better than those of CAMM and CASKIN (192.5), as we expecteil 
them to be, as a result of the use of a critical list. 

AS the mean Co of the Ss with asignificant con:elaticn cocfhcierlt 
e others is 17.0 (IN = 4). The 

between commonality an gnificance 0% 
Zy .144, which b not significant. In these means 

= 14) and 16.3 (N = 10). Though this difference is, 
in contrast with the former one, in the expected direction it is nat 
significant (r biserial is ,368). In both cases we have to accept our null 
hypothesis: the associative commonality of a S doesn’t have an effect 
zpnl the applicability of ‘s law to his scores. In a free association 
as vzAl as in a recall t ‘s law equally applies to 
Onr hypothesis III 4 n verified, though there 
in the expected direct5 which may support our suggestion that MC 
can simply associate agGn in S more frequently t&n EC. 

Of OUQ the m&n hypotheses the ikt two are clearly supported b;y 
the experimental results. The associative commonality score of a S is a 
good predictor of his performance in the recall of association reaction:;: 
Ss of hi@ associative commonality perform much better than Ss of 
low as:*&ciative commonality (hypothesis I). 

All Ss tend to gain in commonality - IX more than HC - and thllz 
associatiwe commonality score is a good predict .f the commonaliVy 
score in recall. Incorrect responses which are gi more by LC, ap 
parently tend to be more probable ones than original associates 
(hypothesis II). 

The third hypothesis concerning the relationship between Co and Rt 
requires some alternations. Though all Ss tend to obey arbe’s law 
both in their individual scores and in their mean scores, they don’t aI1 
of them decrease in Rt as their gtiin in commonality in RS would 
require. Only HC’s scores showed such a decrease to a significant 
degree. There is some evidence that Ss tend to associate 
recah session which may explain the difference ‘between 
supposing that IX! can associate more frequently and more direct@ 
than LC in R5L However the biserial r for the: a3rrelatio; between 
apphcabiifity of Marbe’s law to the individual scores and the associaGe 
Co score was not significant. In RS there was a tendency in tk 
expected dire&on, perhaps indicating that can irideed associate le:;s 
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in RS than I-R:; their r’s tended to be more frequently nonsignificant. 
In AS there was no tendency in the expected direction which we take 
to mea3 that in free associatioh tbe applicability of Marbe’s law is 
really independent of a Ss score. Even the low association frequencies 
and long Rt’s of the LC which may bc much less reliable than the 

g&r scares of the IIC thus represent the negative correlation. Stated 
otherw& this may also be taken as an indication that for many 
Tescarch pqoses there is no need for association norms for large 

es. ‘Ihc count of the experimental gzroup perhaps will suBice in 
ny cases. The good reliability of our Co score is, another support 

r this assertion.. 
0th the reliability of the (20 and of the Rt score appeared to 

increase considerably by reducing the stimuluslist - for scoring purposes 
to a number of critical words of sufficient associative stability. 

cially for research problems this re(duction is a point to be con- 
ered again in later sixdies. For only by constructing systematically 

a stimulus list according to the relevant variables the question whether 
sociative commonality is largely caused by the set to give opposites on 

a stimulus list or whether it has a wider significance can be answered. 
n the whole our present results are goof! e~ugh to conclude that 

the group response hierarchy of free associations more or less applies 
to the responses of all Ss of our sample; i.e., in the specific way to 
which we restricted our predictions in this study. This means support 
fog our general hypothesis that normative associative response hier- 
archies have a general validity for all members of a particular speech 
cornnnrnity. In studies to be published hereafter two more specifications 
of the same general. hypothesis will be tested: the first concerning re- 

eated associations, the second concerning paired-associate learning. 

this experiment 24 Ss took part in a free association session (AS) 
- a week later - in a recall session (RS). In the RS they were 

- or to guess at - their own association responses 
week before. The Ss were not prepared to the recall session and 

finished their AS bcforc RS was started. 
e prediction that the number of correct reproductions would de- 
on a 3% Co score (i.e., his number of primary reactions) in AS 

.69). It was also found that the Co score in RS was 
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significantly tigher than the Co score in AS, whereas there was a 
significant positive correlation between the scores (r = .90). e func- 
tion which fits the data best is: Co( S) = .79 Co(AS) + 5.42, which 
indicates all Ss gain in Co but Ss of low Co (LC) more than Ss of 
high Co ( . The reverse holds for the association value of the stimuli 
(AV i.e., the association irequency of the primary reaction in this 
experiment): AV(RS) = 1.03 AV(AS) + 1.24 (r = .93), which in- 
dicates that the gain is highest for high .4V(AS). Both results are in 
agreement with the geaeral hypothesis at association frequencies are 
empirical estimates of probabilities which roughly apply to all Ss; the 
difference in Co between Ss being primarily one of set. The “set’ hy- 
pothesis is also suppated by the result that there is both in AS and 
RS a significant neg? .ive correlation (resp. r = 8 and r = -.72) 
between a s’s Co score and his log MdRt score rbe’s law applied 
to mean scores per S). LC tend to be slow. tend to be fast, both 
in free association and in recall. Apparently LC tend to react in a 
roundabout way; t&y avoid the top of the response hierarchy. 

In RS the Rt score was significantly shorter than Rt(AS) only for 
HC, sug+gesting that HC hardly need to recall but can frequently simply 
associate again, whereas LC frequently have to search their memory 
for their original improbable responses. Their Rt neitber increased nor 
decreased signifkantly . For all Ss Marbe’s law more or less applied to 
their individual scures in AS and RS. Each S reached at least once a 
coefficient of -.:I- 1. %‘ith the exception of 3 Ss correlations in AS 
were significa.nt. The prediction that the appk ity of Marbe’s law 
to individual scores would depend on the Co( score has not been 
verified. 

The Co and Rt scores per S in this study were not based on the 
whole stimulus list of 48 words but only on 30 critica. words of reason- 
able associative stability. Split-half correlations for Co and Rt are resp. 
.81 and .92 in AS. .Ln RS they are resp. .71 and 93. 
better than the coefhcients for the whole list and suggests 
be advisable to use, at least in research studies, critical words for 
scoring purposes. 

Our critical words consist of 15 DOES (dominant opposite evoking 

stimuli) on 15 NOES (not-DOES). The correlation between the Co 
scores and DcbEs and NOES is .40, which indicates a 10~ though 

significant relationsh~.p. The set of a s to react with responses of high 
robability thus is not simply a set to react with opposites or 
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not. Rather research has to be done on this point because our 
yi&M a significantly higher Co score than the NOES, which 
- as we know noni’ - in a lower reliability 

Rnn~~??cns 

of the Co(NOES) score. 
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